LAMBDA CHI ACADEMY

LIFE READY, LEADERSHIP READY, CAREER READY
From the first days of becoming an Associate Member, through the transition of Active Member to Alumnus, and returning to serve as an Advisor, Lambda Chi Academy is the glue that builds capability. It’s new, innovative, and a major leap forward in how we support our Members. And in the Greek world, there is nothing like it!

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
Lambda Chi Academy is our one-stop shop for equipping members and officers with lifelong character and skills. From learning about our values and what it truly means to be a Brother, to developing the skills to lead a team, the Academy offers a host of resources that are bite-size, relevant, and real to life. Offering only what works, Lambda Chi Academy represents the very best in learning.

MULTI-PLATFORM
Learning should be fun, and that’s why Brothers earn points every time they learn. And points mean prizes. From exchanging points for individual merchandise to climbing the leaderboard and aiming for a Chapter prize, Brothers and Chapters will be rewarded and recognized.

FUN + COMPETITIVE
As symbolized by our Crescent, the Academy is ever growing. Over the next 12 months, the number of programs, opportunities, and incentives will increase. But we need your help. If you believe we are missing something or there is an immediate need, please contact learningoutcomes@lambdachi.org. It’s your home for learning and we want it to get right.

JUST THE BEGINNING
Over the next 12 months, the number of programs, opportunities and incentives will increase. But we need your help. If you believe we are missing something or there is an immediate need, please contact learningoutcomes@lambdachi.org. It’s your home for learning and we want it to get right.

IDEAL MAN
Ideal Man is a four-year personal and professional skill-building program to maximize the Lambda Chi Alpha membership experience. Focused on developing Brotherhood, competence, and character, its mission is to prepare members for success during and after college.

In September we roll out:

DEVELOPING MYSELF: Through the lens of the Seven Core Values and practical scenarios, Associate Members will discover what it means to be a Lambda Chi.

Throughout the remainder of the year, 2024 we will roll out three more journeys:

DEVELOPING MY RELATIONSHIPS:
From learning how to work in a team to building deep bonds, Members will discover how they connect with others to maximize their Chapter experience.

DEVELOPING MY LEADERSHIP:
In harnessing the Lambda Chi network and the opportunities Lambda Chi offers, Members will learn how to give back, and take control of their future.

ACCOUNTING THE ACADEMY
All Associate Members, High Alphas (Presidents), High Kappas (Fraternity Educators), and High PIs (Chapter Advisors) will automatically have access to the Academy.

If you are not one of the Officers or Members listed above, your access will look different. To access Lambda Chi Academy, you first need to request access via a form provided by the Office of Administration. On this form, you can sign up for access to Lambda Chi Academy and request which Stead Leadership College program you would like to participate in. You will also choose whether you would like to participate in a Solo or Social Learning Path. If you change your mind, you can always revisit the form.

After filling out the form, accessing the Academy is simple: Log onto LambdaOnline and click into Lambda Chi Academy. Your sign-in credentials for LambdaOnline and Lambda Chi Academy will be the same. Once logged into the Academy, your choice of programs will populate in ‘My Courses’ on the Academy’s ‘Home’ page.